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Abstract
This study examines the effects of the Olympic Games on Athens’ cultural tourism and the city’s potential to leverage the Olympic legacy in synergy with its rich heritage in order to enhance its tourism product during the post-Games period. In doing so, a qualitative and interpretive approach was employed. This includes a literature review on Athens’ 2004 Olympics to identify the sport facilities and regeneration projects, which constitute the Olympic legacy and heritage. Based on that, an empirical analysis was undertaken, by collecting official documents about the 2004 Olympics, and conducting five semi-structured interviews with tourism/administrative officials. The findings indicate that the Olympiad contributed significantly to Athens’ built and human heritage, revealing the dimensions of new venues/facilities, infrastructure, transportation and aesthetic image of the city, and human capital enhancement. Hence, the Games contributed to the multifaceted representation and reconstruction of the city’s identity and cultural heritage. However, the potential afforded from the post-Olympic Athens remains unrealised due to lack of strategic planning/management. The study concludes that there is a need to develop cross-leveraging synergies between the Olympic legacy and cultural tourism for the host city. Finally, a strategic planning framework for leveraging post-Games Olympic tourism is suggested in order to maximise the benefits of Athens’ legacy and heritage in the city’s tourism development.
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Introduction

Legacies of mega-events are multifaceted involving long-term economic, tourism, social, and/or environmental outcomes for the host city/region (Preuss, 2007). In this regard, the legacies of the Olympic Games extend well beyond sport having the capacity to
accelerate or initiate changes in material/social infrastructure and culture, hence transforming urban order (Essex and Chalkley, 1998; Hiller, 2006). In the pace of change that a host Olympic city undergoes, local identities and cultural heritage are re-shaped. The Olympics as a mega-event invite a host city’s, and even a nation’s, people to take on new identities as citizens of the world (Horne, 2007). Also, by their very nature as a ramified cultural performance, the Olympics comprise different genres, which are interconnected at many levels (i.e., historically, socially, functionally, performatively) and they act and react upon another constructing shared meaning and new versions of reality (MacAlloon, 1984). Thus, the resulting changes in a host city’s sense of place can be traced to the facets that its heritage and reinvented identity take in its interplay with the Olympics.

From a tourism standpoint, as host destinations strive to harness their Olympic legacies and create a unique place identity (Weed, 2008), they apparently reconfigure their cultural heritage in order to improve their qualities and image. In this process of developing an Olympic city as a cultural product, Beriatos and Gospodini (2004) demonstrated in the case of Athens’ 2004 Olympic Games that urban historic preservation (where place identity is rooted) converged with innovative designs (that display all the signs of a contemporary city) yielding a ‘glocalised’ urban landscape. Khirfan (2010) added in this process the symbolic significance of the city’s intangible heritage in cultivating its distinctive spirit of place through the reuse of urban palimpsest, which carries both tangible traces (e.g., streets, plazas, and buildings) and symbolic traces. The latter evoke collective memory and trigger new rituals, events and activities that bind residents, establish continuity from the past and synchronise it with the present.

Indeed, one of the main aims of Athens’ Olympics was to link historic heritage (as birthplace of the Games) with modern capabilities and hence rejuvenate its tourism industry (and Greece’s by large). The world-wide exposure the city gained provided an opportunity to reposition itself from a destination with mass characteristics to a high-quality/diversified one. Despite the economic, social and environmental burdens the Olympic Games brought (Dagli, 1998; Potsiou and Zentelis, 2005), in terms of tourism development they contributed towards re-imaging the city and upgrading its infrastructure (Asprogerakas, 2007; Beriatos and Gospodini, 2004; Koutoulas et al.),
2009). However, the lack of strategic planning for the post-Olympic use of the newly constructed facilities (Beriatos, 2006; Zifou et al., 2004) has also led to an inability to develop a competitive post-Olympic tourism product (Weed, 2008). In this context, the successful hosting of the 2004 Olympics’ legacy remains a prosperous asset that Athens may capitalise upon in order to revive its tourism industry.

Considering that cultural tourism represents Athens’ major form of tourism (Kalogeropoulou, 1996; Papageorgiou-Venetas, 1996), it is critical for the city to link its Olympic legacy to its cultural tourism product. Athens is for many people the cradle of democracy. According to Richards (1996), a significant percentage of the Greek cultural attractions are concentrated in Athens. Moreover, according to the Irish Tourist Board (1988), the city has 16 cultural attractions listed in the European Community Inventory of Cultural Tourism Resources. The rich heritage of the city imbued with symbols and meanings attached to its monuments, especially Acropolis, present Athens as the ‘birthplace of modern civilization’ (Travlou, 2002, p. 116). Furthermore, the rejuvenation of the modern Olympic Games that took place in Athens in 1896 reinforced the already rich cultural product of Athens and connected the city to the spirit of the Olympics. With the organisation of the Olympics in 2004, this spirit was enhanced further and gave more opportunities to enrich Athens’ existent cultural tourism product. Therefore, the above reasons amplify the importance of the development and projection of Athenian cultural tourism and its connection to its valuable Olympic legacy.

The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of the Olympics on Athens’ cultural heritage tourism and the potential for leverage in the post-Games period. In this respect, the study investigates Athens’ potential to capitalise on the Olympic legacy in synergy with its rich heritage and cultural assets in order to enhance its tourism product. Based on the findings of the study, this paper discusses: (1) the built and human heritage of the Olympic Games, (2) the impacts of the Olympics on Athens’ cultural heritage, and (3) the use of Olympic legacy as a means to further develop Athens’ cultural tourism. Finally, a framework for leveraging post-Games Olympic tourism is proposed.
Towards leveraging Olympic legacy and heritage: maximising benefits for sport and cultural heritage tourism in the post-games period

Legacy of sport events has been defined as the planned and unplanned, positive and negative, intangible and tangible structures created through a sport event that remain after the event (Gratton and Preuss, 2008). Hosting the Olympic Games drives a city to invest public funds for building new facilities and infrastructure and planning urban regeneration projects, which can leave favourable or unfavourable legacies for residents (Essex and Chalkley, 1998; Gold and Gold, 2011; Horne, 2007; Mangan and Dyreson, 2009). While there has been sufficient research on the political, economic and tourism-related impacts of the Olympics (e.g., Brown et al., 2004; Burbank et al., 2001; Roche, 2000; Weed, 2008), there has been less attention on how the construction of the Olympic facilities is related to the long-term goals of the city in terms of the post-event consequences to the built environment and urban processes (Hiller, 2006). This refers not only to the post-event usage of the structures created for the Olympics itself, but also to the side effects or parallel linkages (Hiller, 1998) that transform the urban environment and consequently the identity and sense of place of the Olympic host city.

In this regard, the heritage of the city is reconstructed or reinvented in its interplay with the Olympics. MacAloon (1984) explained that the Olympics as a ramified cultural performance system composed of the genres of spectacle, festival, ritual, and game fosters communitas, which transcends the political, racial, ethnic, and linguistic boundaries that divide humans from one another. In other words, the liminoid nature of the Olympics creates a sense of interconnectedness for people who feel as equals and engage in metaphoric discourse dealing with matters of worldwide importance. The encounter of communitas and the global attention it brings is itself a legacy for the host city, which along with the changes in the built environment transforms the urban order and culture. In addition, the cultural dimension of the Olympics through the Cultural Olympiad can bring about more direct influences on the host city’s cultural heritage (Gold and Revill, 2011).
Consequently, being an Olympic host allows a city to commemorate this fact through its inclusion as a historic marker in the city’s history, which provides global exposure and recognition (Hiller, 2006). This is also connected with the construction of sport heritage that cities exploit through the use of sport and sports venues as heritage tourism attractions (Gammon and Ramshaw, 2007; Ramshaw, 2010; Ramshaw and Gammon, 2010). However, the interest of the public may wane as time passes after the Games and attention is directed towards new Olympic cities. Thus, the issue is how the post-Olympic legacies can be preserved and transformed in the long-term. In this respect, it is critical to consider the socio-cultural and psychological legacies that may enhance the long-term well-being or lifestyle of residents in a very substantial manner by reflecting the values of the local population (Ritchie, 2000). For example, Waitt (2003) evidenced the changes in enthusiasm, in the pre-Games period, between 1998 and 2000 towards Sydney’s Olympics among host city residents, showing that for the majority the reaction to Sydney’s Olympics intensified from 1998, reaching euphoria in September 2000. Hence, if it is to fully capture the socio-cultural effects of the Olympics, it is heuristically useful to know what happens in the post-Games period in terms of how the Games are incorporated in the collective memory, culture and heritage of the host city. This calls for examining the interactions between a city’s heritage and the shaping of Olympic-related urban forms by identifying the links between the distinctive spirit of place, the symbolic significance of heritage, and the resulting post-Olympic urban form. In order to understand these interactions of a host city’s Olympic heritage a useful theoretical framework is the analogy of palimpsest.

In particular, cities are continuously evolving and their forms change as their components and associated characteristics acquire new meanings and functions (Kostof, 1991). In this regard, the urban landscape is thought to resemble the palimpsest, which is the writing block or parchment that can be erased and reused several times, leaving traces and redundancies that remain as a mark of the past or an inheritance (Crang, 1996). This in turn is transformed into heritage superimposing a new urban layer over the previous one (Khirfan, 2010). Whether intangible or tangible, heritage acquires symbolic significance that stems from its architectural, memorial, or contemporary importance and reflects its aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual value for past, present or future
generations (Tyler, 2000). The significance of the historic fabric naturally makes the city an attraction for tourists; hence, heritage tourism becomes an urban reality incorporated into the city’s daily activities (Ashworth and Tunbridge, 1990). As such, a reconstruction and reinterpretation of heritage symbolism takes place fostering a collective experience of urban space that transforms the urban form into a cosmic one (Khirfan, 2010). In other words, the reinterpretations of the symbolic significance of tangible and intangible heritage, combined with innovative designs and rituals, generate a collective experience of the new urban layer and transform the emerging urban form into a contemporary cosmic one (Khirfan, 2010).

How the transformation and reinterpretation of an Olympic host city’s heritage can be harnessed to attract global attention and tourism? Ritchie (2000) suggested that legacy planning for the Olympics can lead to the attainment of long-term benefits to host destination residents. Legacies can represent a platform for future tourism development if local policies demonstrate the ability to re-territorialise the temporary transforming effects on tourism into long-lasting ones (Dansero and Puttilli, 2010). This requires strategic planning for creating and leveraging the legacies of the Olympics in the long-term in order to achieve and maximise sustainable outcomes (Chalip, 2004; Gratton and Preuss, 2008; O’Brien, 2006; Preuss, 2007). Towards this direction, Weed (2008) has extended Chalip’s (2004) general model for sport event leverage to the Olympic context examining the way in which the Olympic Games can be harnessed as a leverageable resource and identifying the opportunities of Olympic tourism (i.e., strategies directly focused on generating Olympic tourism in the pre-, during, and post-Games periods), and Olympic media (i.e., strategies focused on using Olympic media to enhance destination image and thus lead to a longer-term boost in both sport-related and generic tourism businesses). In particular, the means to leverage Olympic tourism benefits are the following: enticing Olympic tourism spending, retaining local resident spending, lengthening Olympic-related visits and maximising Olympic-related visits. The means to leverage Olympic media in order to enhance the image of the Olympic host destination are the Olympic-related reporting and event coverage as well as the use of Olympics in host destination advertising and promotion (Weed, 2008).
According to Chalip (2006), event leveraging requires that events be studied with reference to the efficacy with which the host destination’s product and service mix was employed to enhance the event’s impacts. Similarly, leveraging of the Olympic legacies in the post-Games period is a matter of the host city’s overall use of assets and services that impact upon its capacity to maximise the Olympic-related benefits. Therefore, effective leveraging programmes should cross-leverage the Olympics with the overall assets of the host city’s heritage/culture, sport/cultural events, and sport/cultural tourism product mix.

Method

A qualitative and interpretive case study approach was employed (Creswell, 2006; Denzin and Lincoln, 2005) in order to analyse the multifaceted aspects of Olympic heritage and its connection to place identity as well as sport and cultural tourism. A single-case study was used because it can thoroughly describe the existence of the phenomenon under study and thus provide a credible and convincing argument about causal forces (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007; Siggelkow, 2007). Given Athens’ heritage as the birthplace of the Olympic ideals, the case of Athens represents an appropriate context to interrogate the relation amongst Olympic Games, historic continuity and transformation as well as cultural representation. This interrogation can reveal how the connection of the present with the past exemplified through the Olympic structures and symbolisms reconstructs the cultural heritage and constituency of an Olympic city, hence building a diachronic multifaceted legacy for the Games.

Data was collected from multiple sources of evidence in order to increase the validity/reliability of the findings (Yin, 2009). At first stage, a literature review was undertaken on Athens’ 2004 Olympics in order to identify the sport facilities and regeneration projects that constitute the heritage of the Olympics. The findings were compiled into one document, which served as a basis for the subsequent empirical analysis. This revealed the built and human heritage of Athens’ 2004 Olympics as emanated from the literature review. The empirical analysis is based on data collected...
through official documents and reports about the 2004 Athens’ Olympic Games as well as semi-structured interviews conducted with tourism policy-makers and administrative authorities.

The document analysis undertaken adopted an interpretive approach to understand the meanings, dimensions and effects of Olympic heritage as evidenced in official reports. The coding of data followed a standard protocol (Miles and Huberman, 1994). Firstly, an initial open coding of all Olympic-heritage themes was carried out by reading through each textual source. This aimed at identifying emerging themes that appeared and reoccurred throughout the different reports. Coding was conducted on excerpts that referenced aspects of Olympic legacy and heritage in terms of both short-term and long-term outcomes for Athens. The excerpts were then further analysed focusing on the following emerging themes: (1) impacts of Athens’ 2004 Olympics on cultural heritage, and (2) use of Athens’ Olympic legacy and heritage in cultural tourism. These coding themes were checked between co-authors for reliability.

On the basis of the above emerging themes, five in-depth semi-structured interviews were conducted in order to probe into the major factors and issues that shape the Olympic heritage and affect its leveraging potential for sport and cultural tourism in the post-Games period. Specifically, two interviews were conducted with officials from the Ministry of Tourism (now named Ministry of Culture and Tourism), two with officials from the Greek National Tourism Organisation (GNTO), and one with an executive from a company related to the management of Olympic properties. The interviews were conducted in the offices of the interviewees by two co-authors and lasted 30-40 minutes. The questions focused on the themes identified from the document analysis and probes were used to elicit in-depth responses into major issues. The interviews were tape-recorded and then transcribed verbatim and translated into English. The transcripts were reviewed, discussed and analysed by the co-authors as they fitted and explained each theme from the document analysis. To increase the reliability of the results, the authors returned to the literature for triangulation (Eisenhardt, 1989). As such, the analysis interpreted and synthesised the findings in line with the literature. The presentation of findings is structured according to the emerging coding themes of the study and incorporating pertinent literature.
Built and human heritage of Athens’ 2004 Olympics

The 2004 Olympiad was viewed from the beginning of the bidding process as a unique opportunity for Athens to reshape its profile as a contemporary European city. In fact, the Games endowed Athens with several types of infrastructure and enhanced its image. Moreover, the organisation of such a mega-event encompassed investment in the human capital of the city. In this respect, the Olympics contributed variously in Athens’ built and human heritage. This contribution can be described as a three-dimensional process: firstly, the built heritage of Athens was enhanced by the construction of new venues and facilities, secondly, the city’s infrastructure, transportation and aesthetic image has been highly improved, and thirdly, the residents of Athens had a unique chance to experience and to actively participate in the organisation of the most significant event that the city hosted since the first modern Olympiad of 1896.

In terms of the significance of the Olympics in the city’s infrastructure, Tziralis et al. (2006) argue that the sustainable impact on Athens can be justified by the permanent character of the constructed facilities. As they report, from the total 1.975 billion Euros spent for the renovation or construction of Olympic facilities, only 10.2% concerned temporal facilities.

First dimension: new venues and facilities

Athens -and Attica’s prefecture in general- inherited a significant number of new and/or renovated sport venues and facilities from the Games (Table 1). All these venues were of significant importance for the successful conduct of the event, even though their subsequent utilisation is questionable (Gold, 2011). Also, the construction and/or renovation of venues formed clusters of athletics, culture and leisure that constitute epicentres of economic and socio-cultural activity in the respective sectors (Gospodini, 2009). The main complex of venues that starred during the event was the Olympic Athletic Centre of Athens (OAKA) at the North of the city, where the opening and
closing ceremonies took place. The Complex was constructed for the European Athletic Championships in 1982 (Gold, 2011). However, due to the Olympics’ organisation it was fully renovated. The most distinctive features in the Complex were designed by the Spanish Architect Santiago Calatrava and included a series of interventions such as the construction of the two leaf roof from laminated glass for the main Olympic Stadium, the roof of the Olympic Velodrome, as well as several other interventions to the surrounding areas, such as the Agora, a vaulted modular structure formed as an arc, or the Wall of Nations -a sculpture of tubular steel designed for mechanically moving in a wavelike motion that was used as a giant video screen (OAKA, 2011). The Olympic stadium resurrected the ideals of Hellenism, which were embodied into a contemporary, highly technological construct that became symbolic of Greece’s entrance to the 21st century (Traganou, 2008, 2009). Additionally, the landscape of the Complex was enriched by the construction of water ponds, paths and tree planting. Currently, the venues of the Complex are used for sport events and concerts.

[TABLE 1]

The second complex located at the Southern part of the city was the Faliro Bay Complex. The location includes two adjacent sites: the coastline where two rivers conclude and the site of the former Athens racetrack (Zifou et al., 2004). For many years the area was deteriorating (Kissoudi, 2008). According to Gold (211, p. 323):

‘This area had developed in the 1870s as an elegant resort serving the Athenian middle class but a century later, cut off from adjacent residential districts by the coastal highway, it had declined into a virtual no man’s land, degraded, polluted, and an illegal dumping ground’.

For the above reasons one of the main aims of the Games’ organisation was the unification of the urban landscape with the coastline of the South (Kissoudi, 2008; Sykianaki, 2006; Zografos and Defner, 2007) and the regeneration of the coastal zone, including the creation of a marina for water sports (Cartalis, 2003). The Faliro Bay
Complex includes the Faliro Pavilion, the Olympic Beach Volley, the senior and fully renovated Karaiskaki and Peace and Friendship stadia, as well as the areas of the coastline (between the outfalls of Kifisos and Ilisos Rivers) and the Southeast edge of Faliro Pole (between the areas of Tae Kwon Do and Marina of Floisvos). The whole area was remodelled and cleared, leaving the space open for the public. Currently, the venues of the Complex are used for commercial and retailing activities, concerts and sporting events. Furthermore, there are plans for transforming part of the area into an ecological park and green spaces (Olympic Properties, 2008). However, until today these plans have not been implemented yet while large parts of the area are isolated.

The third complex of venues was the former International Airport of Athens, Hellinikon. In the large area of Hellinikon several venues were built such as the Hellinikon Olympic Indoor Arena hosting the sports of basketball, handball and fencing, the Hellinikon Hockey Centre and the Hellinikon Canoe/Kayak/Slalom. Many of these venues are currently used for concerts or sport events. The Hellinikon Canoe/Kayak/Slalom has been transformed into a sport centre and a water/theme park (Olympic Properties, 2008). Plans also include the creation of one of the largest European metropolitan parks (Gold, 2011). However, this attempt has not yet been implemented.

As Milionis (2010, p. 170) indicates:

‘Pressures from various interest groups such as municipal authorities, central government politicians, local pressure groups, academics, established agencies […] private developers each one of them with a different agenda in mind, have hindered any serious effort for formulating a definite and comprehensive development plan’.

Apart from the above main complexes, other venues that revitalised Athens included the International Broadcast Centre (IBC) at the North of Athens, that has been currently transformed by a private company into a mall while the museums to be operated in the building have not been developed yet (Gold, 2011), the Nikea Arena (located at the South East of Piraeus) that now belongs to the University of Piraeus and serves the needs of academics and students, the Goudi Complex (located at the North East of Athens) that
has been transformed by a private company into a modern theatre, and/or the Olympic village that now hosts almost 11,000 residents (Olympicvillagenews, 2011).

**Second dimension: infrastructure, transportation and aesthetic image**

The Olympics had a significant positive impact on the city’s infrastructure and cultural/aesthetic image. According to Boniface and Cooper (2005), the Olympics were the catalyst for Athens’ urban regeneration. Obviously, the construction of the venues and facilities themselves contributed to the regeneration of degraded areas such as the aforementioned Faliro Zone. In addition, a series of infrastructure works such as constructions, painting, modernising, cleaning (that seriously added to the beautification, renovation and modernisation of the city) took place a long time prior the Games, while lasted literally until the last moment (Kissoudi, 2008).

In terms of urban interventions, Beriatos and Gospodini (2004) argue that the projects of Athens were classified in three main categories. The first category included projects related to the built heritage such as the pedestrianisation of the roads linking to archaeological sites, the restoration of cultural places and monuments, the renovation of buildings and properties, and/or the renovation of building facades. The second category included the projects that were related to the innovative transformation of space, such as design schemes with modern elements contracted through national and international competitions (e.g., the Calatrava’s design and buildings). The third category included the ‘non-competitive’ projects related to the upgrading of the urban space (e.g., transportation infrastructures such as roads and junctions or metro lines) and beautification of open spaces through micro-scale redesign schemes such as the removal of advertising billboards, or façade-renovation of contemporary buildings. Additionally, one of the measures for the upgrading of the city was the incentives given by the government to the manufacturing industries for moving out (Boniface and Cooper, 2005). Another aspect is related to the enhancement of tourism and hospitality facilities. Because of the organisation of the Olympics, new hotels were built and many were renovated contributing thus to the increase of the market values of the city up to 35% (Zentelis and Labropoulos, 2004). Tsartas *et al.* (2008) mention that although the
Olympics did not increase significantly the number of lodging units of Athens, they helped to their upgrading in terms of quality. They argue that there was an increase of four and five stars hotels while, at the same time, a decrease of one and two stars hotels was noted. However, this did not have a significant impact on tourist arrivals. As Figure 1 shows, tourism arrivals in Athens were moderately increased in the first three years after the Olympics, while after 2007 there is a steady decline. Despite the fall, the Olympic legacy as part of the city’s heritage has been a basic parameter of the country’s national marketing policy (Tsartas et al., 2008).

[FIGURE 1]

One of the most significant contributions of the Games to the city’s tangible heritage is related to the improvement of the transportation system. The Olympics changed the metropolitan area of Athens by adding new transportation means such as the Athens’ tram, a means characterised as purely Olympic (Zografos and Deffner, 2007) that connected the centre of Athens with its eastern coast (and the Olympic Complexes of Faliro and Hellinikon) along the coastline. Also, a new underground railway system with an operation distance of 160km connecting more than 20 municipalities of Attica and a new suburban railway that connected the new Athens International Airport Eleftherios Venizelos with the city’s centre and three more cities were also constructed (Tziralis et al., 2006). Furthermore, an expansion of the city’s road network includes several avenues and motorways such as Attiki Odos a 65km motorway with 32 main interchanges, or the Kifisos Avenue that connects the national highway to the South of Athens (Potsiou and Zentelis, 2005). Moreover, for the implementation of the Transportation Plan for the Games, environmental protection issues were taken into consideration for the strategic decision process, even though they were not fully implemented (Zagorianakos, 2004). Undoubtedly, the Olympics were the milestone for the construction and improvement of the public transport system and became the motive to fulfil several tasks on time.

In terms of cultural facilities and activities, the cultural sector has been enriched from new performance and exhibition spaces, renovated museums and archaeological sites (Potsiou and Zentelis, 2005). Indeed, major museums of Athens and the surrounding
areas have been renovated, such as the National Archaeological Museum and the Byzantine Museum. Another inspired construction that was meant to be completed for the Olympics but was not finally completed until June 2009, is the New Acropolis Museum designed by the architect Bernard Tschumi. The museum is located at the foothill of Acropolis and houses the exhibits of Parthenon. Finally, the Olympics benefited the transformation of degraded areas into places of contemporary arts such as Technopolis in Gazi, a former industrial area that was transformed into a place of arts or Athinais, a renovated silk factory that now offers a theatre, cinema, restaurants, and cafes (Gold, 2011).

Third dimension: human capital enhancement

The Olympics enhanced Athens’ human capital mainly through the increased levels of volunteerism during the Games and the creation of a positive attitude towards them. Indeed, the volunteers in Athens constituted one of the most successful aspects during the Games, since they created a positive image, strengthening this way, the image of Greek hospitality. Moreover, the Olympics shaped a positive attitude towards volunteerism. According to the European Commission Citizenship (2005, p. 2): ‘in addition to the 30,000-32,000 regular volunteers, there had been another 45,000 persons volunteering during the Athens 2004 Olympics and it is expected that 25,000 persons will volunteer during the Athens Special Olympics in 2011’. Karkatsoulis et al. (2005) argue that the fact that overall 160,000 people applied as volunteers for the original 45,000 positions during the Olympiad signifies the massive impact the Games had on the whole Hellenism. Furthermore, the authors add that the Athens’ Olympics had an added value for the Hellenic identity in terms of volunteers’ motivation and increased productivity.

Finally, the Games provided a unique opportunity for exchanging know-how and good practices with other host cities/countries (Potsiou and Zentelis, 2004). Moreover, according to Gold (2011), the Olympics were viewed as a way for fulfilling place promotion aims and the ‘soft legacy’ of support activities, training, employment, shifts in attitudes and the knowledge of planning and organising a successful event. In this respect,
the human legacy of the Games was enriched adding more value to the post-Olympic Athens.

Impacts of Athens’ 2004 Olympics on cultural heritage

Heritage, identity and sense of place

The impact of the Games on Athens’ heritage and identity can be signified by observations such as: ‘Greece had an opportunity to improve the general quality of life in the host city and promote athletic, economic and cultural development’ (Kissoudi, 2010, p. 92). This impact though, is not limited only on the tangible heritage of the Games. As the Former Greek Prime Minister Kostas Karamanlis announced: ‘The Olympic Games of Athens, aside the more stadia, facilities and infrastructures, left to our country -as intangible heritage- more maturity, more optimism and more confidence’ (Prime Minister’s Press Office, 2005, n.p.). In this respect, it was the intention of the Greek policy to enhance the city’s heritage and reinforce its identity through the legacy of the Olympics. This could contribute to the representation and further projection of Athens among the hierarchy of contemporary European cities.

The Games stimulated a new socio-cultural change and enriched Athens’ cultural heritage. According to one official, the Olympics promoted a positive image for Athens:

‘During the Games the city was ‘alive’ with several parties and cultural activities that were taking place in various points of Athens. This created a positive mood and gave ‘rhythm in the air’. So there was a celebratory atmosphere surrounding the entire area.

The celebratory atmosphere of Olympic Athens was projected worldwide. For instance, the Washington Post wrote: ‘But if Athens will be remembered as one of the most richly atmospheric Olympics, it also had to be credited as modern and well-organised, which no one would have predicted’ (Jenkins, 2004, n.p.).
According to another respondent, the various cultural events organised during the Olympics in Athens under the auspices of the Cultural Olympiad, provided the opportunity to exploit its cultural wealth, and connected the elements of high culture (e.g., the Parthenon, the National Archaeological Museum) with those of popular culture (e.g., street festivals and events). This amalgam created a unique environment where multiple cultures met in one space and exchanged ideas, lifestyles, and ‘philosophies’. As evidenced in the literature, the various events around the urban landscape, not only act as portals for the shaping of the image of the host community to (potential) visitors, but they also contribute highly to the formation of a community’s identity, structuring this way an appealing authenticity (Derrett, 2004). Thus, the Olympics managed to project Athens to its visitors while at the same time strengthened the city’s identity to its residents.

In this regard, the organisation of the Athens’ Olympics gave a particular emphasis on the triangle: Human Scale-Participation-Celebration. According to the Organising Committee, ATHENS 2004 (2004, p. 15):

‘This vision for the Games was incorporated into all Olympic Games design elements and applications. This comprehensive approach to design resulted in the most impressive image and identity programme in the history of the Olympic Games. The Athens 2004 image and identity was found in the Olympic Games emblem, the Olympic cauldron and torches, the architecture of the venues and Olympic complexes, the design of the Olympic medals and sport pictograms, and the Look of the Games programme’.

All the above elements promoted significantly the ideals of the Ancient Olympics and integrated them into the modern ones. It is not on chance that the main catchphrase/motto during that period was: ‘The Games return back home’. Moreover, the announcement at the Opening Ceremony was: ‘Citizens of the world welcome to Athens’ celebration. Olympic Games, welcome back to Greece’ (Feloukatzi, 2004), underlying the huge effort of the small country that gave birth to Olympism, to host the Olympics for the second
time in modern history. This projection enhanced modern identity and increased the morale and pride of the residents in their city (Karkatsoulis et al., 2005).

However, it is inevitable that after several years from hosting the Olympics, the spirit that was fostered during the Games gradually fades. This occurrence is exacerbated by the fact that many of the Olympic venues remain unutilised, Greeks still need to pay an enormous debt that the Games left behind, while the Greek Government needs to deal with the problem of the economic crisis (and its social dimensions), as well as with the management of several venues and facilities (Gold, 2011). Additionally, as Kissoudi (2010, p. 104) states: ‘The spectacle of modern, expensive Olympic assets in a state of despair is at least disappointing and understandably provokes the indignation of the Greek people, who have paid dearly and will long continue paying for these facilities’. Moreover, the negative publicity in the international media highlighted constantly these problems. As a result, a frustration is reflected in various aspects of the daily life including culture. As mentioned by one of the respondents: ‘The celebratory atmosphere that existed during the Olympics is not reality anymore and if someone visits Athens today will confront a negative situation and eventually will be dissatisfied’. In this regard, the Olympics transformed the city into a new competitive metropolitan area making all the Greeks proud for their legacy. On the other hand, the management of this legacy after the Games, characterised by slow pace and inadequate organisation (Kissoudi, 2010; Weed, 2008), left the citizens frustrated with the lost opportunities and the negative aspects of post-Olympic Greece. In fact, there is a reasonable argument that the lack of long-term sustainable planning for hosting the Olympics has had a significant impact on the country’s current economic crisis by distributing public funds to cover the escalating cost of the Games, without ensuring any return on investment. As such, even though Games’ legacy has been significantly altered in line with the economic crisis, it is widely recognised that the Olympic legacy contributed to the revitalisation of the city’s heritage identity and sense of place.
Interchanges between past and present

The significance of the Olympic Games for Athens lies in the role of the city both as the literal and spiritual home of the Games as well as a recent host. According to Kitroeff (2004), Greece views its role as both the affirmation of the ancient heritage and a means to gain international recognition, epitomising the efficiency, modernity and European values that currently characterise Athens. In this respect, both modern Olympic Games (1896 and 2004) were seen as challenges that were very difficult for the country not to deal with.

One of the main impacts of the Olympics is the transformation of a city with several problems such as unequal spatial development, environmental pollution, problematic transport system, degraded built fabric, extremely grown the recent decades due to the rural immigration (Beriatos and Gospodini, 2004), into a contemporary metropolitan European city with modern profile (Kissoudi, 2010). In fact, the Olympics limited or vanished some of these problems. In terms of culture, one of the main interventions that the Olympics brought to Athens is the conservation of its historic buildings and the enhancement of its cultural network. As Beriatos and Gospodini (2004) suggest, this was managed by unifying and integrating many of the city’s monuments and archaeological spaces and connecting them through a network of pedestrian roads, creating this way a cultural itinerary of its centre. The authors add that along with the introduction of innovative contemporary designs in the urban morphology, the urban historic preservation led to the ‘glocalisation’ of urban landscapes encompassing a unique ‘spirituality’ that makes Athens distinctive across the globe. Thus, the impact of Athens’ Olympics on its cultural heritage is the construction of a ‘glocalised’ physiognomy that underlines the city uniqueness. The Olympics revitalised the tangible elements of cultural heritage (i.e., unification of the archaeological spaces) and they integrated them into those of the modern Athenian landscape and life (i.e., modern transportation systems and new buildings).

The link between Athens of the past with the contemporary one can be easier reflected through the palimpsest analogy (Khirfan, 2010). The rich history of Athens through the centuries can be reflected by various important periods that the city
experienced (e.g., the Classical, Roman, Byzantine, or modern eras). The Olympics (through the main interventions they provided) gave the opportunity to the visitors to see the different levels of the city through time, in one environment, monitoring this way the differences in the centuries. For instance, the modern metro station/museum of Syntagma has been built in a form where people/passengers realise the various levels of the city’s history through a glass window that shows traces of the past in the Athenian ground (e.g., a tomb, water-supply canals, etc.). This happens also in other stations such as the Monastiraki and Acropolis where artefacts/relics are exhibited. Moreover, the construction of the New Acropolis Museum has been planned appropriately in order for the visitors to be able to see the ancient settlement that the museum is built on through the glass floor, the temple of Parthenon through the glass walls of the museums, and at the same time, to admire the view of the modern city, the exquisite design of the museum itself, and the Olympic venues of the coast of Athens (Faliro Bay). Hence, the palimpsest analogy reflects the reshaping of Athens and the different layers of urban and historic order that were restructured with the Olympics giving the possibility to the city to project its uniqueness and authenticity.

Cultural integration and multiculturalism

According to ATHENS 2004 (2004, p. 49): ‘The Olympic Games in Greece have a special meaning because they combine modern infrastructure with unique, cultural and social aspects’. In particular, the organisation of the Athens’ Olympic Games led Greece to initiate in all Greek school levels the Olympic Education programme prior the Games, which aimed to raise awareness about the values of Olympism by cultivating the spirit and culture of Olympic solidarity across the world. This programme taught students the history of the Olympics, the values of sports, the importance of the Olympics for Greece, the significance of volunteerism, and the role of exercise in health (Grammatikopoulos et al., 2005). The value of this programme lies not only in connecting the ancient Olympic heritage with the modern one but also providing a pedagogical tool for promoting the cultural integration of all the world’s nations, which is a core aim of the Olympic Movement.
In terms of culture, the Organising Committee focused on this aspect not only by providing, for instance, the ancient Panathinaiko Stadium (also the Olympic Stadium for 1896) for the sports of marathon and archery, but also by promoting two major initiatives: the Olympic Truce and the Cultural Olympiad (ATHENS 2004, 2004). The concept of the Olympic Truce aims to protect the interests of athletes and sports searching simultaneously for peaceful and diplomatic solutions for the recovery of the world’s conflicts (IOC, 2008). As the IOC (2008, p. 2) states:

‘In Athens, the Olympic Games -and the symbol of the Olympic Truce- went back to their country of origin. The Olympic Truce and UN flags were flown at the Olympic Village, and various events in support of the Olympic Truce took place’.

The second initiative, the Cultural Olympiad cost 120 million Euros and included over 100 high level performances and events in Greece and abroad (ATHENS 2004, 2004). The main theme of the Cultural Olympiad referred to the multicultural character of the Olympics that is also evident in the city, and had as a central message: ‘Culture of Civilisations’ (ATHENS 2004, 2004). Fauquembergue (2008) argues that the Organising Committee aimed to project the Greek element focusing for instance on Greek themes. The author states that 43% of the events of the Cultural Olympiad had to do with Hellenic subjects and the Organising Committee tried to link them with the spiritual and physical aspects of life.

Both of the above initiatives boosted the cultural characteristics of Athens and enriched its tangible and intangible heritage. In the case of Greece, the use of the past (through the projection of Hellenic themes) was incorporated with the ideals of Olympism and the global environment through arts, concerts and events, creating the unique motif of culture mentioned above. Furthermore, the emphasis on the multicultural character of the city became more evident: citizens of the world became one by joining and participating in the Games’ celebration. Thus, apart from viewing the Olympics merely as an occasion for elevating a nation’s prestige, Traganou (2010) argued that the Games might be seen as opportunities for making visible alternative identities and
renewed national narratives that stretch the conceptual boundaries of the nation and its relation with other nations.

However, in this case there is lack of continuity. As one respondent mentioned:

‘Despite the happy atmosphere of the Olympic Athens, until today there have not been done many efforts for projecting the multi-cultural character of the city and its citizens. The city keeps promoting through the media, the negative aspects of this multi-cultural image (e.g., xenophobia, criminality, etc.) and leaves the presentation of the positive points, such as the exchange of different cultural elements out of the focus, creating an image for modern Athens and its historic centre, as a dangerous and inhospitable environment’.

Along the same lines, another respondent underlined:

‘The opportunities that the Olympics brought to change the image of the city were not fully utilised. For example, visitors see in Athens only one element: the classical culture. Unfortunately, the modern culture of the city is not promoted at all’.

The use of Athens’ Olympic legacy and heritage in cultural tourism

Contribution of the Olympics to cultural tourism

Athens’ rich cultural deposits played a significant role in the formation of its tourism product (Khifan, 2010; Papageorgiou-Venetas, 1996). The Games not only contributed by renovating and upgrading museums, archaeological sites, and public spaces of cultural significance in the city, but also brought a series of other popular art events through the organised efforts of Cultural Olympiad and the Olympic Truce. Additionally, many of the Olympic venues/facilities are now used (or they are intended to be used) for contemporary cultural performances. In this regard, venues such as the Badminton
Theatre and the Faliro Pavilion give space to many state-of-the-art performances. However, according to a respondent: ‘The utilisation of venues for enriching the tourism product of Athens is partial and has not been promoted adequately. Any development and promotion is of limited scale’.

Moreover, interventions that were either initiated or completed because of the Games contributed to the projection of Athens’ cultural deposits. For instance, the improvement of the city’s transportation system provided the opportunity to the visitors to move easier through the city (Singh and Hu, 2008) and thus admire its cultural treasures, promoting this way the image of Athens as a contemporary cultural destination. Additionally, various metro stations operate as open museums facilitating the illustration of the palimpsest to passengers and contributing to the formation of a better cultural identity for the city that connects the past with the presence. Furthermore, the acceleration of the New Acropolis Museum’s construction due to the Olympics (meant to be ready for the Games but due to bureaucratic constraints it was finally completed in 2008) (Secretariat General of Mass Media, 2010) is a milestone on the cultural tapestry of Athens, not only because it houses the Parthenon exhibits but also because by itself is a unique element of the city’s contemporary architecture. As an official indicated: ‘The Acropolis museum provides all the necessary technological advances, such as audiovisual appliances for communicating more effectively the history of the city. So it helps the promotion of the city’s identity worldwide through cultural tourism’.

Overall, the legacy of the Olympics has been multidimensional and improved significantly the quality of life of the citizens and visitors of Athens in both functional and aesthetic aspects. The organisation of Olympics was one of the few attempts in the city’s history for the holistic development of cultural tourism in Athens. In this respect, the Games represent an opportunity for bridging the various cultural elements of cities (i.e., of different eras and of various levels of significance) which, along with the supportive infrastructure, can regenerate and transform urban places into major cultural destinations. Similarly, they can also project their cultural identity to both visitors and residents.
Marketing the Olympic legacy

As Asworth and Kavaratzis (2009, p. 521) state: ‘Athens successfully hosted the Olympic Games of 2004 and is now anxiously anticipating their positive effects inviting you to “surprise yourself in Athens Attica”’. However, the collective efforts for promoting cultural tourism in Athens during 2004 did not continue during the following years. In contrast, any attempt was sporadic and not based on a comprehensive cultural tourism plan. As a respondent stated:

‘The Games had a great impact on tourists in Athens because they gave them the opportunity to see and participate in various cultural events and festivals. However, this happened only during the Olympics. After that period tourism in Athens has fallen. People visit Athens just to see the Acropolis. The other cultural features of the city are not promoted at all to the international travellers’.

Another respondent mentioned that the utilisation of the Olympic venues in terms of management and marketing is problematic. The official stated:

‘You need to exploit the heritage of the Olympic Games and to promote it. This was not done until now. You have a great infrastructure but you do not project it. The reason that this is happening is the lack of money and the inappropriate management of the Olympic legacy. Maybe it will happen in the future’.

Obviously, the recent economic crisis that now infests the country and the several problems (e.g., social concerns, immigration, etc.) that this crisis brings do not provide the appropriate conditions for the effective management of the Olympic legacy. However, this does not invalidate the potential for utilisation of the Olympic legacy and its integration into the city’s overall tourism product. On the contrary, it calls for the need
to develop a strategic framework for leveraging the Olympic legacy of Athens and overcoming the inherent problems.

Moreover, the Olympics created a unique context where visitors had the chance to participate in various cultural events and thus gave an impetus for interaction among different nationalities and exchange of ideas. However, again in this case not many attempts have been made in the years after the Olympics to promote the multicultural character that was projected during the Games. According to an official:

‘During the Games the city had a unique chance to show its real self to other cultures. There were people all over the city. Today this happens in only some places, probably the city centre. The other areas of Athens are hidden; only the residents know them. Tourists see only Monastiraki and Plaka [central areas of Athens] and the Greece of 1960s’.

The above statements indicate the lack of strategic marketing planning in the post-Olympic era for the development of cultural tourism. Athens is a city with a multicultural character but the image of the city today is completely different from that of Athens in 2004. This image incongruity in combination with the city’s inefficient marketing management, are important issues that need to be addressed by the tourism policy. Therefore, it is imperative to develop a strategic tourism planning framework and find the best means to use the Olympic legacy as a leverageable resource.

A framework for leveraging post-Games Olympic tourism

The recent advances in the study of event leverage can serve as a basis to develop a strategic planning framework for leveraging Olympic-related tourism in the post-Games period. In this regard, O’Brien and Chalip (2008) in elaborating the general models of economic and social leverage of sport events noted the synergies that exist between economic and social leverage and the potential for developing new forms of leverage, which arise from the policy purposes and the creation of synergies in a host city. As such,
the cultivation of Olympic heritage and subsequent development of cultural heritage tourism represents an opportunity that needs to be leveraged in synergy with the sport-related structures and elements of the Olympics. In other words, this constitutes a new form of post-event leverage that involves the cross-leveraging of sport, heritage, culture, and tourism assets.

In this respect, based on Chalip’s (2004) general event leveraging model and Weed’s (2008) Olympic tourism leveraging model, a strategic planning framework is proposed for leveraging post-Games Olympic tourism as shown in Figure 2. In the years following the Olympics, the two opportunities for leverage are the legacy of the Games and its effects on the cultural heritage of the host city. As such, an Olympic host city may choose to capitalise on its Olympic legacy and rich heritage assets. This requires the implementation of synergistic cross-leveraging strategies aimed at optimising sport-related and cultural-related tourism benefits. These strategies can encompass the manifold dimensions of Olympic heritage while enriching the city’s tourism product by integrating its sport and cultural tourism offerings.

[Figure 2]

In order to attain these joint strategic objectives, there are two grounding strategies, which constitute the ground for further strategies and actions to be employed. The first grounding strategy is to utilise the Olympic venues for organising events and activities. This takes advantage of the structures built for the Olympics and the associated prestige embodied in the collective memory from previously having hosted events in the Olympics. The second grounding strategy is the use of Olympic legacy and heritage themes in media (advertising and promotion) to reinforce destination images. This is because as time progresses after the hosting of Olympics, the Games gradually become a part of the destination profile. Thus, the hosting of the Olympics should be used to promote the attributes of the destination in the post-Games period. As such, a host city’s Olympic association sets should be transferred to its destination image. For example, the top quality sports along with the successful organisation of the Games can be linked and
transferred to high-quality tourism products and services, or the modern infrastructure of the Olympics can be transferred to create the image of a modern and efficient Athens.

Based on the grounding strategies, there are a number of derivative strategies that can be implemented to enrich an Olympic host city’s tourism product. In particular, an Olympic host city by capitalising on both the Olympic legacy and the range of cultural heritage assets, can design Olympic-related attractions (e.g., easier access to the city coast, theme/natural parks, Olympic museum, etc.), develop a portfolio of sport and cultural events, package sport and cultural attractions, and attract conferences/exhibitions in the Olympic venues. These strategies can sustain the value of Olympic legacy incorporated in the development of cultural heritage tourism, transferring thus the ‘glory’ of the Olympics to the attractions, events, and conferences/exhibitions of the city’s tourism product mix.

The proposed post-Games leveraging framework can be applied and tested on different Olympic host cities in order to validate it as a prescriptive tool for fostering planned legacies and cross-leveraging initiatives. The applicability of the framework to the case of Athens is constrained by the severe economic crisis the city (and Greece) currently deals with. It has to be recognised, however, that the crisis is mainly the result of chronic structural pathogenies and deficiencies of the Greek administrative and political system (Alexiou, 2011; Kouretas and Vlamis, 2010). The changes and restructuring that are under way may facilitate the development and implementation of leveraging initiatives. To do so, Athens’ tourism policy should incorporate leveraging programs into its immediate plans and invest to the Olympic legacy and cultural tourism in its effort to restore the city’s shattered economy. It is suggested as this paper showed that despite many years passed after the Games it is still not very late as Athens’ Olympic heritage is inexhaustible and as such will always have strong connections with the Games due to its ancient routes as well as the first modern Games.
Concluding remarks

The case of Athens is an example of transforming an overcrowded capital with significant cultural elements into a modernised European city. The Olympic Games helped to the recovery of Athens’ image and endowed it not only with great sport venues and facilities, but also with upgrades and improvements of infrastructure, tourism superstructure and cultural features. Thus, the Games stimulated international interest in the city for the second time in the modern history and enhanced its tourism industry.

In decoding the meaning of the Olympics and its contribution to the multifaceted representation and reconstruction of Athens’ cultural heritage it appears that the Games epitomised the need both for continuity and change by encompassing competing ‘glocal’ forces in the discourse of cultural homogenisation or global heterogeneity. This means that the Olympics did not merely elevate Athens’ prestige or status, but they also contributed to the expansion of its cultural tapestry portraying -though implicitly- aspects of a diverse ethnoscape emerging globally. In essence, the multifaceted representation and reconstruction of Athens’ identity and heritage have bolstered the legacy of the Games, which affords Athens the possibility to capitalise upon in the post-Games period.

Despite the persistent problems, there is a significant chance for Athens to develop and enrich cultural tourism by leveraging its Olympic legacy in synergy with its heritage in order to offer visitors a variety of experiences and activities. In doing so, Athens should recognise that its Olympic heritage needs to be leveraged in ways that its historic and contemporary tourism attractions reflect and reproduce place identity and place attachment of residents. This requires understanding Athens’ palimpsest through the layers of historical and urban order and, in turn, promoting the subsequent different facets of Athens’ heritage to foster cultural tourism.

The findings of this study contribute to the literature by providing an analysis of the interrelationship between Olympic legacy and cultural tourism as shaped by the representation, reconstruction and use of heritage. The core issue in this analysis is how to develop cross-leveraging synergies between the Olympic Games legacy and cultural heritage tourism for the host city. The tourism-oriented literature tends to focus on the effects of the Olympics either on sport or on tourism in general without fully examining a
host city’s heritage, identity and the subsequent potential to develop cultural tourism. In this regard, this study sheds light on the nature, salience and complexity of Olympic heritage. Overall, by examining the interrelationship between Athens’ Olympic legacy, heritage and the city’s development of cultural tourism, this study adds another dimension that reveals the multi-layered interrelations between sport, heritage, culture, and tourism and their potential for synergistic cross-leverage.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Venue/Facility</th>
<th>Use in 2004</th>
<th>Current use/Suggested use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Agios Kosmas Sailing Centre</td>
<td>Sailing</td>
<td>Long-term rental to the company Serios S.A. in 2007 for being a Market and large terrestrial coastal development, which will provide a major new tourist portal of Attica.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Ano Liosia Arena</td>
<td>Judo, Wrestling</td>
<td>Future establishment of Cultural Academies. Until then it is rented (short-term).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Faliro Bay Complex</td>
<td>Taekwondo, Volleyball</td>
<td>Commercial operation and utilisation of the venue as an International Conference Centre. The stage of pres-selecting candidates is complete.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beach Volleyball</td>
<td>A long-term contract has been signed with the company SK Pazaropoulus SA in 2007. The venue will be shaped to serve the needs of multi-purpose auditorium to conduct cultural and sporting events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open area</td>
<td>Will be converted into open sport facilities and an ecological park.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Turned over to the Municipality of Palaio Faliro for conversion into green spaces, kinder-garden, and athletic facilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Turned over to the Greek Sailing Federation through a signed Agreement in 2006. It is used as a National Nautical/Athletic Centre.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The first Olympic Stadium of the Modern Olympic Games in 1896 is used as an attraction and is open to visitors daily. It is used also for concerts and sporting events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Used for indoor sports (i.e., basketball, volleyball, etc.) and as a concert and exhibition hall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Galatsi Arena/Galatsi Olympic Hall</td>
<td>Table tennis, Rhythmic Gymnastics</td>
<td>Long-term rental (40 years) to Acropol Haragionis S.A. and Sonae Sierra SGPS S.A. in 2006. It is being converted to a shopping mall and retail/entertainment/sports centre.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Goudi Complex</td>
<td>Equestrian</td>
<td>Long-term rental to ABCD Company in 2006. The venue has been retrofitted into the modern Badminton Theatre, hosting major theatrical productions and spectacles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Badminton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Hellinikon Complex</td>
<td>Basketball, Handball, Fencing</td>
<td>Used as a basketball field by a team of First Category and it is also rented (short-term) for conferences, exhibitions, and concerts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Field Hockey</td>
<td>The venues are used for concerts. Other uses for the future include: auxiliary spaces sporting uses, cultural events, restaurants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Softball</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseball</td>
<td>Used by Ethnikos Piraeus F.C. (Football Team) as a home field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Canoe/Kayak/Slalom</td>
<td>Long-term rental to the company Hellinikon Entertainment and Sports Parks S.A. in 2006. The venue will be transformed into a sport centre (partially already operated), water park, and theme park.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 International Broadcast Centre (IBC)</td>
<td>International Broadcast Centre</td>
<td>Long-term rental to Lamda Development in 2006. Already used as a commercial centre (shopping, retail, office and entertainment complex (Golden Hall). Future use includes the construction of the Hellenic Olympic Museum and the International Museum of Classical Athletics by the Ministry of Culture (now Ministry of Culture and Tourism Development).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Karaiskaki Stadium</td>
<td>Football</td>
<td>Used by Olympiacos FC (Football Team) and the Greek National Football Team as a home field. Also used for concerts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Main Press Centre</td>
<td>Main Press Centre</td>
<td>Converted to the headquarters of the Ministry of Health and Social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(MPC) Solidarity of Greece.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10</strong> Olympic Village</td>
<td>Housing</td>
<td>Apartments for residential use. The village hosts 11,000 citizens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11</strong> Markopoulo Shooting Centre</td>
<td>Shooting</td>
<td>Will be converted to the New Operations Training Centre of the Special Forces (Hellenic Police).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12</strong> Markopoulo Equestrian Centre</td>
<td>Equestrian</td>
<td>Converted to the Hellenic Equestrian Federation and is rented by various organisations and federations for worldwide range races.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>13</strong> Nikea Arena</td>
<td>Weightlifting</td>
<td>Turned over to the University of Piraeus for the needs of the Tertiary Education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>14</strong> Olympic Athletic Centre of Athens (OAKA)</td>
<td>-Opening and Closing Ceremonies</td>
<td>Used by Panathinaikos FC (Football Team), AEK FC (Football Team), and the Greek National Football Team as a home field, International Football/Track/Fields competitions and concerts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Olympic Stadium</td>
<td>-Basketball, Gymnastics, Trampoline</td>
<td>-It hosts sporting events, concerts, conferences and other functions such as Motocross competitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olympic Indoor Sports Centre</td>
<td>-Basketball, Gymnastics, Trampoline</td>
<td>-Used by Panathinaikos FC (Football Team), AEK FC (Football Team), and the Greek National Football Team as a home field, International Football/Track/Fields competitions and concerts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olympic Aquatic Centre</td>
<td>-Swimming, Water Polo, Synchronised Swimming, Diving</td>
<td>-Public pool and organisation of several swimming events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olympic Tennis Centre</td>
<td>-Tennis</td>
<td>-Tennis events (domestic and international).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olympic Velodrome</td>
<td>-Cycling</td>
<td>-Cycling meets (domestic and international).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15</strong> Parnitha Olympic Mountain Bike Venue</td>
<td>Mountain Biking</td>
<td>Belong to the Parnitha National Park. Offered for mountain biking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>16</strong> Peristeri Olympic Boxing Hall</td>
<td>Boxing</td>
<td>Renamed into the Olympic Indoor Hall. Used for chess games. It also houses the Municipal Company of Cultural Development of Peristeri Municipality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>17</strong> Schinias Rowing Centre</td>
<td>Rowing, Canoeing</td>
<td>Will be converted to the National Training Centres of FISA (International Rowing Federation) according to agreement in 2007. Will be one of the three training centres worldwide (after Munich and Seville).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>18</strong> Vouliagmeni Olympic Centre</td>
<td>Triathlon</td>
<td>Temporary Construction. Not currently existing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: BBC (2004); General Secretariat of Sports (2011); Maloutas et al.(2009); Municipality of Peristeri (2010); Olympcivillagenews (2011); Olympic Athletic Centre of Athens (2011); Olympic Properties (2008); Parnitha National Park (2011); Serraos et al. (2007); Stadia (2011); Sykianaki (2003)
Figure 1: Total nights spent at Attica's tourist lodging facilities

Source: Avgerinou-Kolonia (2002); EL.STAT (2003); EL.STAT (2005); EL.STAT (2007); EL.STAT (2009)
Figure 2. A Strategic Planning Framework for Leveraging Post-Games Olympic Tourism
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